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- Sentient Architecture
- Augmented Reality
What is Sentient Architecture?
Who builds Sentient Architecture?

Philip Beesley
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Let’s look at an example.
Meet the Dendrite
Sentient Architecture Summer Camp 2017

- July 2017
- Organized by Department of Intelligent Systems Engineering at IU
- 15 students (age 13 and up)
- Students built Dendrites
Drawing of a test-bed with architectural prototypes

Diagram of LASG and Information Visualization Lab’s long-term evolution of prototyped Living Architecture, accompanied by complex system visualizations, expanding from interiors, to exteriors, to interconnected buildings and environments.
Research Goal

How can we use data visualizations to educate museum visitors, students about the inner workings (data flow) within intelligent systems?

How can we illuminate the structure and dynamics of those systems?
XRAY App Development

XRAY Virtual
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How AUGMENTED REALITY Helps Fashion

YINGNAN JU
What is AUGMENTED REALITY

Microsoft HoloLens  Google AR Core  Apple ARKit
What does AUGMENTED REALITY Bring to Us?
What does AUGMENTED REALITY Bring to Us?
What does AUGMENTED REALITY Bring to Us?
Ideas about Augmented Reality

1. See loved family members they have lost
2. Live shows
3. A fitness instructor
HOLOPORTATION
What are we doing
What are we doing

Ambient light simulation,

with a 360 degree camera
What are we doing

Ambient light simulation,
without a 360 degree camera
Application

- Fashion Show with Augmented Reality
- Virtual Fitting Room
- Fashion Design with Augmented Reality
WHAT’s NEXT

Bring more *virtuality* into the *reality* &
Bring more *reality* into the *virtuality*
Demo time!
Questions?
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